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Belgian artist Stephanie Cime's collection "Transitions" is a deeply introspective and trans-
formative body of work that celebrates the power of guided coincidences and the slow, 
meditative process of creation.

Through each piece in the collection, Cime invites viewers to engage with the transforma-
tive power of art and the human capacity for growth and change. Each work is a reflection 
of the artist's own journey of transition and is created through a process that is hypnotic and 
almost like watching a butterfly emerge from its cocoon.

Cime allowed herself to be guided by the coincidences and chance encounters that arose 
during the creation of each piece. The slow and meditative process of creation is evident in 
the works themselves, which exude a sense of calm and introspection.

Through her work, Cime hopes to inspire others to embrace the transformative power of 
guided coincidences and to find the courage to transition.

Each piece invites the viewer to engage with it on a deep and emotional level, connecting 
with the transformative power of guided coincidences and the slow, meditative process of 
creation.

."Transitions" is a celebration of the human capacity for growth and change and the transfor-
mative power of art to inspire and transform.

Personal Statement
"Transitions" is a deeply personal and introspective body of work that reflects my own 
journey of transition and growth. Through this collection of works, I sought to embrace the 
transformative power of guided coincidences and the slow, meditative process of creation.

Each piece in "Transitions" was created through a process that was hypnotic and almost like 
watching a butterfly emerge from its cocoon. I allowed myself to be guided by the chance 
encounters and coincidences that arose during the creation of each piece, creating works 
that are a reflection of my own journey of transition from the person I had to be to the per-
son I wanted to be.

Through my work, I hope to inspire others to embrace the transformative power of guided 
coincidences and to find the courage to transition from the person they had to be to the 
person they want to be. "Transitions" is a celebration of the human capacity for growth and 
change and the transformative power of art to inspire and transform.

Stephanie Cime

About Transitions
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TRANSITION 1

mixed media on stone paper 
glass frame

2021
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TRANSITION 2

mixed media on stone paper 
glass frame

2021
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TRANSITION 3

mixed media on stone paper 
glass frame

2021
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THETA 2

mixed media on stone paper
glass frame

 2021
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List of works

TRANSITION 2 6

TRANSITION 2 7

TRANSITION 2 8

THETA 2 9
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